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Executive Summary
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has been contracted by the
European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) to provide
support for the assessment and further development of ASCAT related products from the Advanced
Scatterometer on board the METOP satellite for the EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS). This report
presents the results of the work done in the framework of the contract (Project Ref.
EUM/CO/15/4600001497/JF).
To characterize the ASCAT wind error, the wind speed distribution and the analysis and background
departures were examined. Over a period of three months, the minimum and the maximum measured
wind speed were respectively 1.28 m/s and 32.17 m/s, the average speed about 8 m/s with a standard
deviation of 3.48 m/s. The mean analysis and background departures were close to 0 m/s with a quite
small percentage of observations with large departure. However, as expected, the background
departure distribution showed slightly higher number of observations with high positive departures
than the analysis distribution.
The use of the current ‘Gaussian plus flat’ VarQC distribution [2] for variational quality control
within 4D-Var was compared to different settings of the Huber norm VarQC distribution [29].
Traditional forecast scores verifications and verifications versus conventional observations showed
that the Huber norm experiment improves the analysis and forecast, especially for near surface fields
in the Southern Hemisphere and in the tropics. The experiments also showed a slight improvement
for tropical cyclone (TC) position forecasts. This suggests that it is often important to allow outliers
with large departure to have some weight in the assimilation. Based on these results ECMWF is
planning to implement the Huber norm in the operational Integrated Forecasting System (IFS).
Tests on the use of a reduced thinning and an inflated observation error standard deviation were
performed. The experiment where four times more observations than the current operational setting
are assimilated with an inflated observation error showed slightly improved analyses and forecasts.
The assessment of the combination of all the three changes considered above (Huber norm, reduced
thinning and inflated observation error) showed a reduced position error on a TC used as case study.
The impact on global model analyses and forecasts was evaluated, showing an overall beneficial
impact.
Some more investigations have been performed to check the impact of scatterometer winds on TCs.
We found no impact on the TC developing stage: the storms first appear at the same time in the
model fields for experiments run with or without assimilated scatterometer data, respectively. Also,
the TC analysis showed not to be sensitive to a partial coverage of the storm, and to the availability
of two ASCAT datasets. The latter might be due to the not optimal temporal coverage in the tropics;
the analysis will be repeated when ASCAT-C data becomes available.
An analysis on the use of the ASCAT 12.5 km products, replacing the current 25 km ones used in
operations, was carried out. Experiments did not show a benefit in using these products. These
experiments were run with a bias correction based on an old Integrated Forecast System (IFS)
version. The same observation error as for the 25 km grid products was used; we know however that
lower resolution products have typically higher observation errors. These, possibly slightly
inconsistent, settings could explain the lack of skill improvements.
Another analysis, related to the sensitivity of the system to product resolutions, was performed on
the assimilation of experimental ASCAT super-obbing products providing wind observations at low
resolutions of 50 km, 62.5 km and 100 km. These products were generated by ICM-CSIS in the
framework of a NWP SAF project. The assimilation strategy for these products was changed and no
thinning was applied, compared to the nominal 25 km products where only one observation every
four is used. Lower background and analysis departures were found for the low resolution products,
that can be explained by the averaging of small-scale variance. Overall the assessment showed some
potential usage of these products.
The impact of ASCAT winds assimilation on a coupled atmosphere ocean system was evaluated
over 2014. The experiments clearly show an impact on both atmospheric and ocean (surface and
sub-surface) parameters which was beneficial mainly over the first half of the year. The differences
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in verification skills over the year might be due to either a seasonal effect or to a problem related to
long spin-up of the ocean model. The positive impact of ASCAT winds was found on regional
regimes such as the Indian Monsoon.

1. Introduction
Spaceborne scatterometers provide accurate observations of near surface winds. Precise knowledge of
near ocean surface winds is important for a large range of applications, such as the computation of
air/sea heat fluxes, in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) assimilation, coupled atmosphere-ocean
models and coupled atmosphere-wave models, as well as for climate studies.
It has always been recognized that scatterometer wind observations have positive impact on NWP and
wave models [15][16]. In particular C-band scatterometers can provide information in almost allweather conditions. Their observations are therefore important, for example, for the analysis of winds
in case of extreme events (usually characterized by cloud and rainfall) such as Tropical Cyclones and
extra-tropical storms.
C-band scatterometer wind measurements have been assimilated in the Integrated Forecasting System
(IFS) at ECMWF since 1996 with ERS-1 data first (in January 1996 when 3D-Var was made
operational), followed by ERS-2 (from 1996 to 2011). ASCAT wind data from the sensors on board the
Metop satellites (within the EUMETSAT Polar System – EPS programme) have been actively
assimilated in the 4D-Var system since June 2007 for Metop-A [10][13], and July 2013 for Metop-B
[5].
In both Metop cases the assimilation began a few months after the satellites were launched and data
made available. The assimilation strategy of ASCAT wind observations at ECMWF was defined in
2007 and it has not been modified. During this time, however, the IFS has evolved considerably, in all
aspects (model, assimilation, observations used): the number of observations assimilated in the
ECMWF system has rapidly increased; the atmospheric model resolution has also increased over the
last decade; a flow-dependent background error has been implemented [4], to name a few. It is important
then to periodically assess the impact of the observations on the updated IFS configurations, revising if
necessary the assimilation strategy. This is a key step in order to better exploit the observations
assimilated.
An extensive impact study recently performed at ECMWF [7] confirmed that the assimilation of
ASCAT wind observations is beneficial on the analysis and forecast skill; also, the positive impact on
the analysis and forecast of severe events, like TC and extra-tropical storms, has been verified. Single
observation experiments also proved that the 4D-Var is still able to propagate the scatterometer wind
information from the surface to the upper troposphere. The study however highlighted some areas where
the assimilation of scatterometer wind can be improved, particularly related to the usage of high wind
speed observations. It was noticed that often some strong ASCAT winds close to the centre of TCs are
not assimilated, partially because of the observation thinning, and partially because of the quality
control (QC). The observation screening and background quality control system are important elements
of the ECMWF data assimilation system [24]: several QC checks are performed on conventional and
satellite data; the observations are in many cases thinned to reduce the data volume and to reduce the
impact of not properly accounting for spatially correlated errors; also the analysis quality control is
4

applied to down weight observations with large departure (Variational Quality Control - VarQC) [2].
All these elements can be tuned and set up accordingly for different types of observation.
To ensure continuity to the current Metop missions, the EUMETSAT Polar System-Second generation
(EPS-SG) will be deployed in 2020. The scatterometer (SCA) is one of the high-priority instruments.
Compared to the Metop ASCAT, EPS-SG SCA [21] will provide observations with higher spatial
resolution and radiometric stability; additional HH or VH polarization [3], will be available and will
allow to extend the upper wind speed measurements range. Considering the SCA new features it is
important thus to deepen the understanding of how to handle and take maximum benefit of very high
scatterometer wind speeds at twice the spatial resolution.
In this study, we have first characterized the ASCAT winds and their departure from the background
and the analysis. We have then performed investigations on the optimization of these two aspects:
VarQC and observation sampling. In particular the use of the Huber norm distribution [29] as an
alternative to the current operational VarQC is examined. Also, different wind sampling strategies are
investigated by testing several combinations of thinning scheme and observation errors.
Considering indeed the higher spatial resolution of the EPS-SCA products [21], an analysis has been
performed on the assimilation of ASCAT 12.5 km products instead of the 25 km ones (currently
assimilated in the IFS). For a complete evaluation of the sensitivity of a NWP system to different
ASCAT product resolution, experimental ASCAT averaged products, developed in the framework of a
NWP SAF project, at low resolutions of 50 km, 62.5 km and 100 km have been evaluated and their
impact on IFS has been assessed.
De Chiara et al. (2016) showed that the assimilation of scatterometer winds is beneficial on TCs mainly
on the analysis and forecast of the sea level pressure. In this study, the role of scatterometer wind
observations on capturing the cyclogenesis of such strong events have been explored, together with the
impact based on the size of the swath covering the storm.
Currently many NWP centres are working towards coupled ocean-land-atmosphere systems. This
would allow better use of near-surface observations like scatterometer winds. In this framework, the
impact of ASCAT wind assimilation on ocean parameters have been evaluated using the Coupled
ECMWF ReAnalysis (CERA) system.
This report is organized as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 briefly describes how ASCAT
winds are used in the ECMWF 4D-Var assimilation system. In Section 3 we characterize ASCAT wind
distribution and describe the results of the use of the Huber norm in the variational QC procedure.
Section 4 presents the assessment of a modified wind sampling based on reduced thinning and increased
observation error. Verifications related to a combined test of Huber norm and wind sampling are
summarized in Section 5. Section 6 shows the results related to the impact of using the 12.5 km ASCAT
products instead of the 25 km ones. Verifications related to the impact on tropical cyclones are
summarized in Section 7. Section 8 summarize the assessment of low resolution super-obbing products.
The impact of ASCAT wind assimilation on ocean parameters using a coupled assimilation system is
described in Section 9. Section 10 presents the conclusions of this study and some recommendations.
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2. Use of C-band Scatterometer winds at ECMWF
Metop-A and Metop-B ASCAT products at 50 km horizontal resolution (oversampled on a 25 km grid)
distributed by the European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
(EUMETSAT) are used in the IFS. These products contain backscatter measurements from the two
ASCAT swaths, each gridded into 21 Wind Vector Cells (WVCs or nodes) resulting in 42 WVCs.
Scatterometer winds are obtained by applying an “in-house” wind inversion by means of a Geophysical
Model Function (GMF) that describes the relation between the backscatter (σ0) measurements, triplets
in case of ASCAT scatterometers, and the U and V wind components. Since November 2010,
scatterometer winds are assimilated as neutral winds rather than 10m winds [12], to take account of
variations in stability, the CMOD5.N GMF is used [11].
To guarantee consistency between the retrieved and the ECMWF model winds, bias corrections are
applied to ASCAT measurements, both in terms of backscatter (before the inversion) and wind speed
(after the inversion). Both corrections are WVC dependent. The wind speed correction is also dependent
on the wind speed itself. For each backscatter triplet, two wind solutions are retrieved and presented to
the IFS. Prior to their use in the assimilation system, ASCAT wind observations undergo a series of QC
checks [2]. ASCAT wind observations are rejected if:
1) The land fraction is larger than zero;
2) The model sea-ice cover exceeds 1% or if the SST is below 273.15 K;
3) ASCAT and/or collocated model winds are stronger than 35 m/s. This check is performed since
it is known that the wind retrieval is less accurate for very high wind speeds.
Not all the observations that pass the QC are actively assimilated. The observations are thinned and
only one observation out of four is assimilated along and across track resulting in a horizontal resolution
of about 100 km. In 4D-Var two ASCAT wind solutions are considered. The most appropriate is
dynamically determined (de-aliasing) by comparison with the ECMWF background model winds. For
the selected solution, in 4D-Var, an observation error of 1.5 m/s is assigned to both U and V
components. Finally, VarQC [2] is applied.

3. Very high wind speed
De Chiara et al. (2016) showed some areas where the assimilation of scatterometer wind can be
improved, particularly related to the usage of high wind speed observations (higher than 25 m/s) typical
of extreme events: many cases have been found where some strong ASCAT winds close to the centre
of TCs are not assimilated, partially because of the observation thinning, and partially because of the
QC. To better identify the issues related to the high winds, first the ASCAT wind distribution have been
checked and then a different approach to the QC has been evaluated and tested.
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3.1 Characterization of ASCAT wind distribution
To characterize the ASCAT wind error, the wind speed distribution together with the background (here
also indicates as “First Guess” - FG) departure and analysis (AN) departures have been computed over
a large dataset (over 64 million of observations over the period 1 September – 31 October 2013) to
verify any asymmetries in the QC.
Fig. 1 shows the ASCAT-A wind speed distribution. The statistics has been computed over all the
available observations. The minimum and the maximum measured wind speed are 1.28 m/s and 32.17
m/s, respectively. The average wind speed is about 8 m/s with a standard deviation of 3.48 m/s. Fig. 2
shows histograms of the FG (top panel) and AN (bottom panel) wind speed departures for the same
period. The departures have been computed versus the wind fields obtained using the IFS cycle 41R1.

The mean AN and FG departures are close to 0 m/s. The number of observations with large departure
is, in percentage, quite small. As expected, the FG departure distribution shows slightly higher number
of observations with high positive departures than the AN distribution. This is reflected in the standard
deviation of the departures which is, respectively, 1.14 m/s and 0.8 m/s for the FG and AN. It is also
noted that the departure distributions are positively skewed.

Figure 1: ASCAT-A wind speed distribution (m/s) over a period of 2 months (1 September- 31 October 2013).
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Figure 2: ASCAT-A wind speed FG departure (top plot) and AN departure (bottom plot) using IFS model cycle
version 41R1.
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3.2 Variational Quality Control Issues
As part of the quality control, a check is done on the departure of the observations from the background
[17]. When the difference between the observation and the background is very large, to avoid that any
erroneous outliers degrade the analysis, the observation is not used in the analysis. A ‘Gaussian plus
flat’ distribution VarQC was implemented at ECMWF in 1999, as described in [2], and is currently
applied to all the satellite observations and to some conventional ones. This method is based on the
assumption that the observation departures, normalized by the expected observation error, follow a
Gaussian distribution, with an additional small subset of gross errors that follows a uniform distribution
(without dependence on departure values).
It is important to discard erroneous observations, nevertheless sometimes large departure could be due
to errors in the background, not in the observations. Many cases were found [6] with the rejected
scatterometer observations close to the centre of a TC: if the location of the storm in the background is
misplaced, the scatterometer observations close to the centre of the storm have very large departures
and are therefore rejected. Fig. 3 shows the ASCAT-A wind observations over TC Kilo available for
the analysis of the 8 September 2015 12 UTC: the top panel shows all the available observations; the
bottom panel shows only the assimilated (used) observations. As described before, because of the
thinning, only one observation out of four is assimilated along and across track. This explains the
reduced number of used observations. In this case however also some ASCAT winds close to the centre
of the storm, which passed the thinning filter, are rejected due to the VarQC. This is due to the fact that
the position of the TC centre in the background was not correct and the wind vector difference between
the background and the observation was too high. The observations were therefore given near zero
weight in the assimilation and effectively treated as rejected. This issue was found for many TCs
analysed [6] and sparked the idea to try the different, more lenient, Huber norm distribution VarQC
approach [29]. The Huber norm distribution is an alternative to the ‘Gaussian plus flat’ approach. It
allows observations with large departures to be included in the analysis, with a reduced weight. The
Huber norm has been implemented at ECMWF in 2009 for wind, temperature and surface pressure
conventional measurements, after it was shown that for these observations the departures distributions
were better described by the Huber norm distribution than the ‘Gaussian plus flat’ one and because it
improved the use of observations in the analysis [29]. It is interesting to note that the departure
distributions in Fig. 2 would be much better represented by a Huber norm distribution than by a
‘Gaussian plus flat’ distribution.
Fig. 4 shows the weight given to the observations when the Huber norm (in red) or the ‘Gaussian plus
flat’ (in blue) distributions are applied. Close to the centre of the distribution both methods give full
weight to the observations. The ‘Gaussian plus flat’ distribution has a sharp transition from the
observations given full weight to the ones given virtually no weight in the analysis. With the Huber
norm, instead, observations with medium size departure start to have less weight; observations with
large departure have lower weight, but significantly higher than that of the ‘Gaussian plus flat’
distribution. In both cases, a transition point set to higher standard deviations means that more
observations are given full weight (more relaxed QC).
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Figure 3: ASCAT-A wind observations available over the TC Kilo for the cycle 8 September 2015 12 UTC: in
the top panel all the available observations, on the bottom panel only the assimilated ones.

The Huber norm QC [29] is designed to be a robust method. It is therefore a safe method to use for
scatterometer observations with large departure: a few erroneous observations do not ruin the analysis
since they have low weight; more observations with consistent large departures (which might be an
indication of a problem in the background) will together influence the analysis.
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Figure 4: Observation weight after applying the Variational QC: Huber norm distribution (red line) and ‘Gaussian
plus flat’ distribution (blue line). This figure is from [29].

To verify the impact of using Huber norm distribution for scatterometer wind observations, a set of four
analysis experiments were run. Two different configurations of Huber norm were tested with the
transition point set to either one or three standard deviations (the higher the standard deviation the more
relaxed is the QC). The experiments are the following:
1) “CTRL” is the control experiment that mimics the operational configuration, using the
‘Gaussian plus flat’ VarQC and a wind speed threshold of 35 m/s;
2) “HN/LR=1” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution with the optimal left and right
transition points (the point where a transition from Gaussian to exponential distribution taken
place, for details see definition of transition points in [29]) set to one standard deviation;
3) “HN NoUpLim” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution, as for “HN/LR=1”, and
removing the wind speed threshold of 35 m/s to allow all the very high wind speeds to
potentially be used in the analysis (however note that scatterometer wind speed observations
above 35 m/s are quite rare);
4) “HN/LR=3” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution with left and right transition
points set to three normalized departure standard deviations (more weight is given to the
outliers).
All the above experiments were run at a reduced horizontal resolution (TL639 spectral modes, with a
40 km Gaussian grid). The same version of the ECMWF system was used: IFS cycle 41R1 with 137
vertical levels and the same data assimilation setup. The full set of operational observations available
at ECMWF was assimilated. Experiments were run from 1 September 2013 to 30 November 2013 which
was a quite intense TC period. The analysis experiments are summarized in Table I.
In Fig. 5 the 1000 hPa vector wind root-mean-square (RMS) Forecast Error normalized differences
between the experiments using the Huber norm and the control experiment are plotted for the Northern
Hemisphere extra-tropics (NH, top panel), tropics (central panel) and Southern Hemisphere extratropics (SH, lower panel). In the SH the “HN L/R=3” experiment shows lower RMS forecast error than
the “CTRL” one at short and medium forecasts range. At medium range the other two experiments that
are using Huber norm QC also show better performances. In the tropics all the experiments using the
11

Huber norm QC show lower RMS forecast error at short and medium range. In the NH the impact of
the Huber norm is neutral.
TABLE I
ANALYSIS EXPERIMENTS CONFIGURATION FOR THE HUBER NORM TEST

Label
CTRL

QC

HN Left/Right
transition point

Wind Speed limit (m/s)

VarQC

-

35

HN/LR=1

HN

1

35

HN/NoUpLim

HN

1

-

HN/LR=3

HN

3

35

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 5: Normalized difference in 1000 hPa Vector Wind Anomaly Correlation, against forecast time in days,
between the perturbation experiments and the CTRL one as listed in Table 1 for the Northern Hemisphere (top
panel), Tropics (central panel) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom panel) for the period 1 September 2015 to 30
November 2013: in black “HN L/R=1” minus “CTRL”; in green “HN NoUpLim” minus “CTRL”; in red “HN
L/R=3” minus “CTRL”. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence range.
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The verification versus conventional wind profiling observations, in Figure 6, shows that the
experiments using the Huber norm distribution have, in the lower part of the troposphere, a lower
standard deviation for the analysis and first-guess departures than the “CTRL” experiment. The “HN
L/R=3” experiment shows slightly larger impact than the other two.

Figure 6: Normalized changes in standard deviation of conventional wind profiling observations minus analysis
(top panel) and background (bottom panel) as function of the pressure, over the period 1 September 2013 to 30
November 2013 for the 41R1 experiments.

The impact of the use of the Huber norm QC has also been assessed on TC analyses and forecasts. The
analysis and forecast position errors have been computed for each TC detected in each of the four
experiments. For a fair comparison, the statistics have been computed taking into account only the TCs
detected in all the experiments. The statistics are presented only up to 72 hours forecast; for longer
forecast ranges the number of available cases is too small to produce statistically significant results. In
Figure. 7 the TC position error (in knots) is plotted for the four experiments: “CTRL” in yellow, “HN
L/R=1” in black, “HN NoUpLim” in green, “HN L/R=3” in red.
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The differences of the TC position error among the experiments are within the model resolution.
However, the “HN L/R=3” experiment show slightly smaller errors mainly up to 24h forecast.

Mean Position Error
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60

HN L/R=3

50
40
30
20
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0
0
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24
36
48
Forecast Step (hour)

60

72

Figure 7: Mean TC position error at analysis time and forecast steps from 12 to 72 hours: in yellow the “CTRL”
experiment; in black the “HR L/R=1” experiment, in green the “HR NoUpLim” one and in red the “HR L/R=3”.

Our results confirm that the system is also sensitive to changes in the VarQC for scatterometer winds.
The Huber norm distribution VarQC shows to globally have a positive/neutral impact on analyses and
forecasts for all the three settings tested. The setting that allows more outliers to have a weight in the
analysis (“HN L/R=3”) is performing better than the others. This suggests that in many cases the
outliers, even with quite a large departure, can help the system to improve the analyses and forecasts.

4. Optimum wind sampling
It is common practice in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) data assimilation systems to thin
satellite observations when the data assimilation does not account properly for spatial and temporal
error correlations. The observation geometry and resolution are generally taken into account when
deciding a data thinning scheme since they characterize the error correlations among adjacent
observations. Often satellite products are provided with different observation resolutions. It is then
important to assess which are the optimal observation resolution and density to be used for each selected
application. In NWP this choice is also related to the analysis and model resolutions used.
The current scatterometer wind observation thinning scheme described in the introduction has always
been used at ECMWF for C-band scatterometers and has proved in most situations to work well.
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However, it has been noticed that for some very intense weather events, like TCs, it might be beneficial
to provide more observations close to the centre of the storm to better define the atmospheric flow. A
flow-dependent thinning could be considered, but this not trivial to implement in a complex system like
the IFS. We decided then to test the use of a reduced thinning on the global model to verify its impact
on analyses and forecasts. Since adjacent scatterometer observation errors are correlated due to the
Hamming window applied, it has been decided to thin them to assimilate one observation out of every
two.
It is known however that, in order to avoid overfitting observations with correlated errors, if the number
of used observations is increased, due to reduced thinning, their weight should be reduced by increasing
the observation errors [23].
The current observation standard deviation value of 1.5 m/s used for the scatterometer U and V
components at ECMWF was assessed in 2007. Several methods can be used to estimate appropriate
values for the observations error, like the triple collocation technique [28] and the Desroziers method
[8]. A triple collocation exercise using ECMWF, scatterometer and altimeter winds has recently been
completed [1] and estimates a scatterometer wind speed observation error of 0.8 m/s. This exercise
might be repeated in the future to evaluate the U and V wind components observation error rather than
only wind speed error.
In this study, in order to find the best balance between thinning and observation error, we decided to
run several experiments with different options of reduced thinning and inflated observation error and
evaluate their impact on the analysis and forecast.
A set of experiments were run with thinning set to two and observation error ranging from 1 to 1.5 times
the current observation error standard deviation (1.5 m/s):
1) “CTRL” is the control that mimics the operational system using thinning set to a factor four
and the U and V wind components observation error standard deviation of 1.5 m/s;
2) “Th2/OE1σ” is the perturbation experiment using thinning set to a factor two (one observation
out of two is assimilated along and across track). The observation error is the same as used in
the operational configuration (1.5 m/s);
3) “Th2/OE1.25σ” is the perturbation experiment using thinning set to a factor two and the
observation error set to 1.25 times the operational one (resulting in a final observation error of
1.875 m/s);
4) “Th2/OE1.5σ” is the perturbation experiment using thinning set to a factor two and the
observation error set to 1.5 times the operational one (resulting in a final observation error of
2.25 m/s).
At the time these experiments were set-up, the new IFS model version with the improved cubic
octahedral model grid [14][25] was available. To benefit from this upgrade, the experiments were run
with this latest model version, despite this being different from the one used for the Huber norm
assessment mentioned above. The experiments were run at a reduced horizontal resolution with
TCO639 spectral resolution, using a cubic octahedral grid (with approximately a 18 km grid). IFS
version 41R2 was used. The same 137 vertical levels, observations and 12 hour 4D-Var window were
used as in the experiments, as described previously. The experiments were run from 1 July 2015 to 15
September 2015. The list of experiments is summarized in Table II.
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Observation Error
(=1.5 m/s)

Observation
Error
(m/s)

Label

Thinning

CTRL

4



1.5

Th2/OE1

2



1.5

Th2/OE1.25

2

1.25

1.875

Th2/OE1.5

2

1.5

2.25

TABLE II: Analysis experiments configuration for the optimal wind sampling estimation.

Figure 8: Normalized difference of the 500 hPa (top panels), 850 hPa (middle panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom
panels) geopotential, against forecast time in days, between the perturbation experiments listed in Table III and
the CTRL experiment for the Southern Hemisphere (left panels) and Northern Hemisphere (right panels) for the
period 1 July 2015 to 15 September 2015 (In black “Thin 2/ ObsErr 1σ” minus “CTRL”; in red “Thin 2/ ObsErr
1.25σ” minus “CTRL”; in green “Thin 2/ ObsErr 1.5σ” minus “CTRL”). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
range.

In Fig. 8 the 500 hPa (top panels), 850 hPa (mid panel) and 1000 hPa (bottom panel) geopotential height
RMS forecast error normalized difference between the experiments and the control are plotted for SH
(left-hand panels) and NH (right-hand panels) (In the tropics the geostrophic relation does not provide
16

a strong constraint on the flow and therefore the geopotential height verification is usually neglected in
this region). In the SH the “Th2/OE1.25σ” experiment shows a slightly lower RMSE than the other
experiments in the medium and long range. At short forecast range the differences are neutral. Similar
results were found for other parameters (not shown here). In the NH the same experiment has neutral
impact again at short range but a positive/neutral impact in the medium range. The verification versus
conventional observations (Fig. 9) shows that the experiments have, at lower altitudes, a slightly lower
standard deviation of the analysis and first-guess departure than the control experiment. This
verification confirms that the experiment “Th2/OE1.25σ” performs slightly better than the others. The
system is sensitive to changes in the wind sampling strategy, though the impact is smaller than found
for the VarQC impact studies described above in Section 3.2. The experiments results confirmed what
we expected from previous studies: if we increase the number of observations we need to inflate their
error standard deviation. This is due to the horizontal error correlation discussed above.

Figure 9: Normalized changes in standard deviation of conventional wind profiler observations minus analysis
(top panel) and observation minus background (bottom panel) as function of the pressure, over the period 1 July
2015 to 15 September 2015 for the 41R2 experiments.
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5. Huber norm QC and Wind sampling
5.1 Case study: TC Kilo
A preliminary assessment on the combined use of the Huber norm QC and a different wind sampling
scenarios has been performed using TC Kilo as a case study. TC Kilo is the longest-lived TC on record,
with a total lifespan of 22 days. It formed and moved around in the North Pacific from 20 August to 11
September 2015. The ECMWF deterministic NWP system produced good forecasts of the trajectory
but the analyses consistently overestimated the intensity of the TC (see example in Fig. 10). As
described above, in the 8th September 2015 12 UTC analysis many scatterometer wind observations
have close to zero weight near the centre of the storm, because of the ‘Gaussian plus flat’ VarQC. An
analysis position error of 31.6 km and a minimum sea level pressure (SLP) error of -39 hPa were found.

Figure 10: Forecast of TC Kilo’s central pressure at mean sea level from 8 September 2015 00 UTC, showing the
operational high-resolution forecast (HRES) with solid black line and the operational ensemble mean forecast
(ENS mean) with vertical lines indicating the extreme members and blue bars representing the 25th and 75th
percentile of the ensemble distribution. The red dot represents the observed (or estimated) minimum sea level
pressure.

We wanted to verify if a different ASCAT wind assimilation strategy with more assimilated
observations, in particular close to the centre of the storm, would have reduced the analysis error for
TC Kilo. Sensitivity experiments were run in which the standard ‘Gaussian plus flat’ distribution
VarQC was replaced by the Huber norm distribution VarQC and/or the thinning was modified to
assimilate one observation every two (instead of four, like in operations). A more conservative Huber
norm setting with the transition point set to one standard deviation was chosen for the Huber norm
experiments. The following experiments were run:
1) “CTRL” is the control that mimics the operational system using the ‘Gaussian plus flat
distribution’ VarQC and thinning set to four;
2) “VarQC/Thin=2” is the perturbation experiment where the thinning has been set to two;
3) “HN” is the perturbation experiment using the Huber norm distribution for Scatterometer winds
instead of the ‘Gaussian plus flat’ distribution;
4) “HN/Thin=2” is the perturbation experiment using the Huber norm distribution and thinning
set to two.
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All the experiments were run using the 2015 operational configuration at ECMWF (TL1279 spectral
truncation, with a Gaussian grid resolution of 16 km and 137 vertical levels), using the 2015 ECMWF
Operational IFS version, cycle 41R1. Like long-window operations, this uses a 12 hour 4D-Var
assimilation system. The test date was done for the 8 September 2015 12 UTC cycle. The full
operational observing system was used. The experiments are listed in Table III.

Label
CTRL
VarQC/Thin=2
HN
HN/Thin=2

QC
VarQC
VarQC
HN
HN

Thinning
4
2
2
2

TABLE III: ANALYSIS EXPERIMENTS FOR THE CASE STUDY – TC KILO

The TC position and intensity analysis errors have been computed, for each experiment, using a tool
developed at ECMWF [30] that compares the TC position and the minimum mean sea level pressure
(SLP) in the ECMWF model fields to the observed TC location and estimated minimum SLP as received
from the Regional Specialized Meteorological Centers (RSMC) recognized by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO). The observed (or estimated) information from the RSMC are
also known as Best Track (BT). In Fig. 11 the ASCAT-A wind observations assimilated in each of the
four experiments are shown. The TC position and intensity errors are reported on the top right corner
of each plot. In the control experiment (Fig.11a) the estimated analysis position error is about 32 km
while the analysis intensity error is -39 hPa. The “VarQC/Thin=2” experiment is shown in Fig.11b.
Even though the observations close to the TC centre are rejected, the observations surrounding the
central part of the storm helps to analyse the flow more accurately and hence have a positive impact on
the analysis: the position error is reduced to about 16 km while the intensity error is reduced slightly to
-37 hPa. When the standard VarQC is replaced by the Huber norm VarQC (“HN” experiment, Fig.11c)
the observations close to the centre of the storm are assimilated, as expected. In this case the position
error is reduced to about 19 km and the intensity error is reduced to -36 hPa. If both VarQC and thinning
are modified (“HN/Thin=2” in Fig.11d) the position error is again 16 km and the intensity error is
further reduced to -33 hPa.
In summary, these results show that, for this case study, the thinning has most impact on the reduction
of the position error. We speculate this is because having more observations over the entire TC structure
helps to have a more realistic representation of the cyclone in the model. The Huber norm VarQC also
helps in reducing the position error, giving a more defined structure at the centre of the storm, but seems
to have less impact than the thinning. The Huber norm is able to reduce the intensity error.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: ASCAT-A wind used observations over the TC Kilo for the cycle 8 September 2015 12UTC for the
experiments on Huber norm and Thinning: “CTRL” (a), “VarQC/Thin=2” (b), “HN” (c), “NH/Thin=2” (d).

5.2 Sensitivity Experiments
The preliminary assessment of combining the Huber norm VarQC and the wind sampling showed a
potential benefit in merging changes in the QC and wind sampling. It was therefore decided to run some
long sensitivity experiments with several combinations of Huber norm VarQC, thinning and
observation error settings.
Sensitivity experiments were run where the standard VarQC was replaced by the Huber norm VarQC
and/or the thinning was modified to assimilate one observation every two (instead of four, as in
operations). In addition, other experiments were set-up where both the Huber norm and a reduced
thinning with a higher observation error were used. The following experiments were run:
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1) “CTRL” is the control that is similar to the operational assimilation system, using the ‘Gaussian
plus flat’ VarQC and thinning set to four;
2) “HN” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution for Scatterometer winds instead of
the “Gaussian plus flat” distribution with the left/right transition point set to three;
3)

“Th2/OE1.5” is the experiment where the thinning has been set to two and the observation
error set to 1.5 times the operational one (resulting in a final observation error of 2.25 m/s);

4)

“HN1/Th2/OE1.5” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution (with the left/right
transition point set to one), thinning set to two and the observation error set to 1.5 times the
operational one (resulting in a final observation error of 2.25 m/s);

5) “HN/Th2/OE1.5” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution (with the left/right
transition point set to three), thinning set to two and the observation error set to 1.5 times the
operational one (resulting in a final observation error of 2.25 m/s);
6) “HN1/Th2/OE1.75” is the experiment using the Huber norm distribution (with the left/right
transition point set to three), thinning set to two and the observation error set to 1.75 times the
operational one (resulting in a final observation error of 2.625 m/s);
The choice of the above configurations was driven partially by the results from the experiments
presented in Section 4 and partially by some preliminary experiments run with the model cycle version
41R2. The experiments were run at a reduced horizontal resolution with TCO639 spectral resolution,
using an octahedral grid to give approximately an 18 km grid resolution. The version of the cycle was
41R2. The same vertical levels, observations and 12 hour 4D-Var window were used as in the
experiments described previously. The experiments were run from 1 December 2015 to 28 February
2016. The list of experiments is summarized in Table IV.

Label

QC

HN Left/Right
transition point

CTRL
HN
Th2/OE1.5
HN1/Th2/OE1.5
HN/Th2/OE1.5
HN/Th2/OE1.75

VarQC
HN
VarQC
HN
HN
HN

3

3
3

Thinning

Observation
Error
(=1.5 m/s)

4
4
4
2
2
2



1.5
1.5
1.5
1.75

Observation
Error
(m/s)
1.5
1.5
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.625

TABLE IV: HUBER NORM AND OBSERVATION ERROR ANALYSIS EXPERIMENTS

In Fig. 12 the 850 hPa (top panel) and 1000 hPa (bottom panel) vector wind RMS forecast error
normalized difference between the experiments and the control are plotted for the SH (left-hand panels),
tropics (central panels) and NH (right-hand panels). In the short range (mainly at 12h and 24h) all the
experiments have higher RMSE than the control one. This is what is considered an “apparent
degradation” when verifying against own analysis. The choice of using own analysis as reference is
done in order to avoid a priori assumption on which is the best analysis of the experiments we want to
verify. The use of more observations or observations with higher weight can perturb the analysis relative
to the forecasts resulting in forecasts that verify less well against own analysis.
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Overall the “HN/Th2/OE1.75” experiment (in black) shows a slightly lower RMSE than the other
experiments in the medium and long range. Despite the differences are not statistically significant, these
results suggest that the “HN/Th2/OE1.75” experiment can be beneficial for the system mainly in the
SH.

Figure 12: Normalized difference of the 850 hPa (top panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom panels) vector wind, against
forecast time in days, between the perturbation experiments listed in Table IV and the CTRL experiment for the
Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics (left panels), tropics (central panels) and Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics
(right panels) for the period 1 December 2015 to 28 February 2016 (In black “HN/Th2/OE1.75σ” minus “CTRL”;
in red “HN1/Th2/OE1.5σ” minus “CTRL”; in green “Th2/ OE1.5σ” minus “CTRL”, in blue “HN” minus
“CTRL”; in turquoise “HN/Th2/ OE1.5σ” minus “CTRL”). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence range.

Fig. 13 shows the impact of the “HN/Th2/OE1.75σ” experiment in more details. It has clearly a reduced
RMS forecast error in the medium range, mainly in the lower half of the troposphere in the SH and NH.
Close to the surface (850/1000 hPa) it also shows a lower forecast error than the control experiment in
the SH. Similar results were found also for other parameters (not shown here).
These results are confirmed in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. The first shows the differences in vector wind
forecast scores between “HN/Th2/OE1.75σ” and control experiments, as function of latitude and
pressure levels, verified against own-analysis. The former experiment shows, a higher RMS error than
the control experiment in the short range (12 h and 24 h) near the surface, at most latitudes, where
additional wind observations are assimilated, which could be expected when the experiments are
verified against own analysis. At medium range neutral/positive impact is found, while after day 5 the
positive impact of “HN/Th2/OE1.75σ” is statistically significant in the SH. This is again confirmed in
Fig. 15, where the map of the vector wind normalized differences in RMS error are showed for 1000
hPa. The short range (12h and 24h) degradation is visible mostly in the Southern Hemisphere. In the
medium and long range, instead, the positive impact (blue area) is clear in the same area.
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Figure 13: Normalized difference of the vector wind, against forecast time in days, between the
“HN/Th2/OE1.75σ” experiment and the CTRL experiment for few model levels (100 hPa, 200 hPa, 500 hPa, 850
hPa, 1000 hPa) and for the Southern Hemisphere (left panels), Tropics (central panels) and Northern Hemisphere
(right panels) for the period 1 December 2015 to 28 February 2016. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence range.

Leidner et al. (2002) [20] showed how the 4D-Var dynamically propagated the scatterometer wind
surface information in the vertical, even in a full observing system experiment. De Chiara et al. (2016)
[7] showed that the propagation in the vertical was clear in a reduced observation system experiment,
and for high dynamical areas like TCs, when the background errors are large. From our full observing
system experiments it is encouraging to see that using a different assimilation strategy for scatterometer
data positively affect forecast skill. A sustained improvement throughout the troposphere is retained,
even in the medium range.
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Figure 14: Normalized differences in RMS forecast errors between HN/Th2/OE1.75 and CTRL experiments 0Z
forecasts of the Vector Wind and resolved by latitude and by pressure level, and shown for forecast times from
12 to 216 hours. Cross-hatching indicates differences that are statistically signiﬁcant. Negative (blue) contours
represent areas where the HN/Th2/OE1.75 experiment has a lower RMSE than CTRL, and thus produces better
forecasts. Statistics are based on the period 1st December 2015 to 28th February 2016. Verification is against
experiment own-analysis.
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Figure 15: Normalized Vector wind differences in RMS forecast error at 1000 hPa between HN/Th2/OE1.75 and
CTRL experiments, and shown for forecast times from 12 to 168 hours. Negative (blue) contours represent areas
where the HN/Th2/OE1.75 experiment has a lower RMSE than CTRL, and thus produces better forecasts.
Statistics are based on the period 1st December 2015 to 28th February 2016. Verification is against experiment
own-analysis.
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6. Use of high resolution winds
In the operational ECMWF data assimilation system the 25 Km ASCAT Hamming window products
have been assimilated since 2007. ASCAT-A and ASCAT-B 12.5 km products (hereafter called High
Resolution – HR - products) are also made available and distributed by EUMETSAT and the OSI SAF.
Every line of the ASCAT 25-km grid spacing product have 42 nodes (21 per swath) while every line of
the 12.5-km grid spacing product have 82 nodes (41 per swath).
The weighting function used to perform the backscatter (or σ0) spatial filtering has traditionally been a
two-dimensional Hamming window (Fig. 16) centred at every swath grid node position, which is based
on a cosine function and designed to peak in the centre of the samples and taper to zero at the ends. Its
width determines the spatial resolution of the σ0 averaged values. The averaged σ0 values at two different
horizontal scales and spatial grids are generated, leading to two smoothed σ 0 products with
approximately 50 km and 30 km horizontal resolution on grids of 25 km and 12.5 km, respectively [33].
A different σ0 re-sampling technique has been investigated in recent years to obtain winds closer to the
coast. This is based on carrying out the re-sampling step with a circular top-hat filter, instead of the
two-dimensional Hamming window. The products generated using this averaging technique are called
‘Coastal’ products. The radiometric resolution, which is a measurement of the product accuracy, is
higher for the 25 km products (higher accuracy) than for the 12.5 km ones (lower accuracy).

Figure 16: Ground geometry of the across-track component of the spatial smoothing for σ0 values corresponding
to two across-track adjacent nodes [33].

ASCAT-A L2 HR Hamming window products were generated until April 2015. In April 2015, the
Hamming window based products was replaced by the coastal products. Both HR Hamming window
and coastal products were received and archived for a period of couple of months before the first one
was discontinued. For Metop-B, the L2 12.5 km Hamming window wind products were never produced
and the coastal winds have been the default HR products from the beginning. However, a 12.5 km soil
moisture product processed with the Hamming window average is available.
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In March 2016 the operational ECMWF model grid resolution was increased from a 16 km grid to a 9
km grid. The use of the ASCAT HR products, with a resolution closer to the ECMWF model one, has
been evaluated in the IFS taking account of the two different averaging methods.
Sensitivity experiments were carried out using ASCAT-A and ASCAT-B 25 km, 12.5 km coastal
products or 12.5 km Hamming window products and are summarized here:
1) “CTRL” is the control that is similar to the operational system, using ASCAT-A and ASCATB 25 km products;
2) “HR-HW” is the experiment where the 12.5 km Hamming window products were used;
3) “HR-Coa” is the experiment where the 12.5 km coastal products were used.
The experiments were run with IFS cycle 41R2 at a horizontal resolution with TCO639 spectral
resolution, using an octahedral grid to give approximately an 18 km grid resolution. The same 137
vertical levels, observations and 12 hour 4D-Var window were used as in the experiments described
previously. The experiments were run from 1 April 2015 to 6 June 2015. Some IFS code changes were
needed to process the HR products and to archive them in the Observational DataBase (ODB). The σ0
bias correction and wind speed bias correction were interpolated starting from the 42 nodes of the 25
km products. The same bias correction was used for both datasets of HR products. Same thinning (1
observation out of 4) and same observation error (1.5 m/s) were used for the 25 km and 12.5 km
products. Since more observations are assimilated when the HR products are used, the observation error
used in the experiment should have been increased. The HR products have less accuracy than the 25
km ones and as such a higher observation error should have been used. It was decided, however, not to
change the observation error in this first test in order to not modify many parameters at the same time.
In Fig. 17 the 850 hPa (top panel) and 1000 hPa (bottom panel) vector wind RMS forecast error
normalized difference between the experiments and the control are plotted for the SH (left-hand panels),
tropics (central panels) and NH (right-hand panels).
At short-range the HR experiments show higher RMS forecast error, due to the double penalty effect
from assimilating additional wind observations, which is expected when the experiments are verified
against own analysis. In the medium and long-range forecast, however, the HR experiments still show
higher RMS error than CTRL, mostly in the tropics and Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics.
The impact of the HR products on other surface parameters, such as Significant Wave Height (SWH)
were evaluated (Fig. 18). For SWH the degradation is slightly lower than for winds in the atmosphere,
but it is still quite evident. The verifications also show that there is not much difference between the
experiments using HR Hamming window and Coastal products, respectively.
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Figure 17: Normalized difference of the 850 hPa (top panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom panels) vector wind, against
forecast time in days, between the experiments and the control for the SH (left panels), tropics (central panels)
and NH (right panels) for the period 1 April 2016 to 6 June 2016 (In black “HR-HW” minus “CTRL”; in red “HNCoa” minus “CTRL”). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence range.

Figure 18: Normalized difference of the significant wave height (SWH), against forecast time in days, between
the HR experiments and the CTRL for the SH (left panels), tropics (central panels) and NH (right panels) for the
period 1 April 2016 to 6 June 2016 (In black “HR-HW” minus “CTRL”; in red “HN-Coa” minus “CTRL”). Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence range.

The verification versus AMSU-A and AMVs observations (Fig. 19) confirms that compared to the
control the experiments using HR products, have, globally in the lower part of the troposphere (AMSUA channel 5-6, AMV 700-1000 hPa), a slightly higher standard deviation of the first-guess and analysis
departures.
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These experiments do not support replacing the low resolution scatterometer products with the highresolution ones. Further investigations would probably be required, e.g., by re-computing the bias
correction values based on the new IFS model version at higher resolution. Another factor is that the
HR resolution products have lower accuracy which should be reflected in a different (higher)
observation error. It would be also of interest to repeat the evaluation of these HR products, taking
account of the outcome from the wind sampling and Huber norm experiments.

Figure 19: Normalized changes in standard deviation of AMSU-A (top panels) and AMVs (bottom panels)
observations minus analysis (left-hand panel) and background (right-hand panel) as function of the pressure, over
the period 1 April 2016 to 7 June 2016 for the HR-HW and HR-Coa versus CTRL for NH (top panels), tropics
(central panels) and SH (bottom panels).
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7. Impact of scatterometer winds on TCs
7.1 Impact on TC cyclogenesis
De Chiara et al. (2016) [7] showed the benefit of assimilating scatterometer observations in extreme
weather conditions, particularly for the analysis and forecast of TC mean sea level pressure. Results
showed that generally when more scatterometer observations are assimilated, the analyses and forecasts
improve. The benefit, however, was not so clear for TC track forecast. This may indicate that a bigger
impact can be expected from Scatterometer observations by contributing to better represent the
developing low in the previous days and not simply by a better handling of the high winds at the peak
of the storm.
To verify if the assimilation of scatterometer winds can be beneficial in the TC developing stage, an
analysis has been performed over a period of 2 months to verify when a storm first appears in the model
fields with or without assimilated scatterometer data. Two experiments, the control (‘CTRL’), that
mimics the operational configuration assimilating scatterometer winds, and a ‘Denial’ experiment,
where the scatterometer observations are not assimilated, were compared. Both experiments were run
with the same horizontal resolution (16 km model grid), period (July-September 2015) and operational
configuration as described in Section 4. Results showed that the TCs appear in the model fields in the
same cycle in both experiments, wind or without scatterometer data. This suggest that the scatterometer
observations does not improve the skill in capturing the genesis of the tropical storms.
This is not a surprising result. In the very early stages of a TC other parameters like humidity and
potential temperature are proven to drive the development of the tropical storm. Wang et al. (2013)
analysed a large number of TC originated from zonally propagated tropical easterly waves and showed
that the genesis of the storm was driven by moisture and vorticity conditions in the middle troposphere.
Only after the storm has transitioned to TC, the surface stress can have an impact in the further
development.

7.2 Impact of orbital coverage on TC
The impact of scatterometer winds on TC might however depend also on other factors like the size of
the swath covering the storm. To verify this, a number of storms with different scatterometer coverage
have been selected from the CTRL experiment. The FG and AN position and intensity errors have been
computed and compared to the ones from the Denial experiment where no scatterometer observations
were assimilated. We know that for two long sensitivity experiment we cannot directly compare the
values at each single FG and AN step. Instead, we can compare the signal and the size of the errors. A
set of 80 TC events have been selected and classified according to the coverage of ASCAT-A
observations: full, half, side coverage.
The differences in the minimum SLP errors between the FG and AN are usually very small, in the range
of few hPa for both CTRL and Denial experiments. Larger differences are found instead for the position
error. On average, for the cases analysed, the reduction of the position error from the FG to the AN is
about 11 km for the CTRL and 5 km for the Denial experiments. In most cases the experiment with
scatterometer observations shows a better positioning of the storm in the analysis. However, the analysis
based on the ASCAT-A coverage do not highlight any particular correlation between the position error
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and the swath coverage. In the past, investigations based on few case studies showed that a partial
coverage of the storm is detrimental on the AN. Over a large sample of TCs, instead, the AN does not
show a clear sensitivity to a partial or full coverage. However, changes not seen at AN time might be
seen at 24 or 48 hours forecast and this need to be checked. Also, the results might be different when
using the Huber norm VarQC. We have earlier in this report shown encouraging results on TC analyses
and forecasts when using the Huber norm VarQC. This will be further investigated also taking into
account the observation coverage.
We also investigated the sensitivity of the AN to the availability of both ASCAT-A and ASCAT-B
observations. Having two Scatterometer wind datasets is not showing a benefit in the analysis. This
might be due to the not optimal temporal coverage in the tropics. Maybe a different temporal coverage
could give a better impact. This will be verified again when ASCAT-C data becomes available.

8. Sensitivity to different product resolutions
Since the availability of ASCAT wind observations in 2007, the 25 km grid resolution products have
been used in the IFS with the same assimilation strategy (as explained in Section 2). To reduce their
spatial error correlations and to decrease data density, the observations are thinned and only one out of
four is assimilated along and across track [6]. An observation error of 1.5 m/s is given to the U and V
wind components in the assimilation. Because of the above strategy, small scale information from
scatterometer might be missed.
An alternative way to the thinning to reduce the spatial representativeness error is to provide aggregated
(averaged) wind observations on scales that are more representative of those resolved by the NWP
model. This process is called super-obbing in data assimilation. The Institute of Marine Science (ICMCSIC) in Barcelona generated, in the framework of a NWP SAF project [22], new super-obbing
ASCAT-A products on a lower grid resolution. These new products, at different lower spatial
resolution, were tested in IFS to 1) test the sensitivity of a NWP system to different products resolution
and 2) to assess the quality of the super-obbing products as potential products for NWP and other
applications users.

8.1 Super-obbing products
The new ASCAT-A Level-2 super-obbing products were generated by ICM-Barcelona by averaging
the winds (U and V components) within an NxN box over the original 12.5 km and 25 km products (see
example in Fig 20b for N=3). To limit spatial correlation among adjacent averaged low resolution
products, one WVC along and across track is not used in the averaging (white boxes in Fig 20 b). This
way if a 3x3 averaging is applied to the 25 km WVC, the final super-obbing product is presented as a
100 km gridded one (Fig. 20b).
Starting from this strategy, several low resolution ASCAT products can be generated starting from the
12.5 km or 25 km and applying an averaging of 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, etc.
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a)

b)

Figure 20: Representation of the ASCAT products: each box represents a 25 km ASCAT resolution products.
When the thinning is applied only one observation every four is used along and across track (grey box in the lefthand panel) with an observation assimilated every 100 km. When the super-obbing products are used, the
averaging is applied (in this case) to 3x3 high resolution WVC and the final winds (in this case) is presented as a
100 km gridded product.

For our testing purposes, the ICM generated the following products:
1) A 50 km super-obbing product by applying a 3x3 averaging box to the original 12.5 km
ASCAT-A products. Each swath contains 10 VWC;
2) A 62.5 km super-obbing product by applying a 4x4 averaging box to the 12.5 km original
ASCAT-A products. Each swath contains 8 WVC;
3) A 100 km super-obbing product by applying a 3x3 averaging box to the 25 km original
ASCAT-A products. Each swath contains 6 VWC.
The averaging is only computed for the best wind solution which has been selected using the ASCAT
Wind Data Processor (AWDP), and in particular of the Two Dimensional Variational ambiguity
removal (AR) scheme (2DVAR) [31, 32]. In the products, a second 180 ambiguity solution was added
for each low-resolution grid point, since the current ASCAT assimilation scheme assumes availability
of two ambiguities, rather than one pre-selected solution. Together with the averaged U and V wind
components, also an aggregated QC flag was provided for each measurement.
The test datasets were generated for the period from the 1st July to 31st August 2015.

8.2 Sensitivity experiments
To evaluate the quality of the Level-2 super-obbing products and assess the sensitivity of a NWP system
to different ASCAT product resolutions, sensitivity experiments were run using the IFS. Several
experiments were run using the new products provided by the ICM and were compared to experiments
where the nominal 12.5 km and 25 km were assimilated applying the thinning as in operations. For
consistency, the Level-2 12.5 km and 25 km wind observations provided by the ICM were used. For
this set of experiments the winds, as provided by ICM, was directly presented to IFS, no in-house wind
inversion was performed to convert the backscatter into wind components. In the IFS operational
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assimilation, a wind speed bias correction is applied to the inverted winds. For consistency among the
datasets used in this study, the wind speed bias correction was provided by ICM. It was computed
offline as a function of wind speed and WVC number [22]. As in operations, an observation error of
1.5 m/s is given to the U and V wind components.
The sensitivity experiments were run using the following products:
1) ASCAT-A 25 km product thinned to 100 km grid (operational-like settings used as Control
experiment - CTRL);
2) ASCAT-A 12.5 km product thinned to 50 km grid;
3) ASCAT-A 50 km super-obbing product;
4) ASCAT-A 62.5 km super-obbing product;
5) ASCAT-A 100 km super-obbing product.
The experiments were run at a reduced horizontal resolution with TCO399 spectral resolution, using an
octahedral grid of approximately 30 km grid resolution. The version of the ECMWF system used was
cycle 43R1 with 137 vertical levels. The full set of operational observations available at ECMWF was
assimilated. For a clear analysis on the impact of the ASCAT Level-2 products generated by the ICM,
only ASCAT-A (either super-obbing or nominal) products were used for this study. No ASCAT-B data
was assimilated. The experiments were run from 1st July 2015 to 31st August 2015. The analysis
experiments are summarized in Table V.
Original
Products
12.5 km
25 km
12.5 km
12.5 km
25 km

Upscaling

Thinning

3x3
4x4
3x3

4
4
-

Final
resolution

Observation
Error (m/s)

50 km
100 km
50 km
62.5 km
100 km

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Label
12.5 km Th
25 km Th
50 km SO
62.5 SO
100 km SO

TABLE V: SUPER-OBBING IMPACT EXPERIMENTS

In Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 the 850 hPa (top panel) and 1000 hPa (bottom panel) vector wind and geopotential
height RMS forecast error normalized difference between the experiments and the “25 km CTRL” are
plotted for the SH (left-hand panels), tropics (central panels) and NH (right-hand panels). For both
variables, the differences among the experiments is quite small and it is not statistically significant.
There is not a clear signal that one experiment is better than the others.
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Figure 21: Normalized difference of the 850 hPa (top panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom panels) vector wind, against
forecast time in days, between the perturbation experiments listed in Table V and the CTRL experiment for the
Southern Hemisphere (left panels), Tropics (central panels) and Northern Hemisphere (right panels) for the period
1 July 2015 to 31 December 2015 (In black “12.5km” minus “25 km CTRL”; in red “50 km SO” minus “ 25 km
CTRL”; in blue “62.5 km SO” minus “ 25 km CTRL”, in turquoise “100 km SO” minus “25 km CTRL”). Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence range.

Figure 22: Normalized difference of the 850 hPa (top panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom panels) geopotential, against
forecast time in days, between the perturbation experiments listed in Table V and the CTRL experiment for the
Southern Hemisphere (left panels), Tropics (central panels) and Northern Hemisphere (right panels) for the period
1 July 2015 to 31 December 2015 (In black “12.5 km Thin” minus “25 km CTRL”; in red “50 km SO” minus “
25 km CTRL”; in blue “62.5 km SO” minus “ 25 km CTRL”, in turquoise “100 km SO” minus “25 km CTRL”).
Error bars indicate the 95% confidence range.
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The experiments assimilating the 12.5 km and 25 km products, thinned to 50 km and 100 km,
respectively, were compared to the new 50 km and 100 km super-obbing products, respectively. Table
VI summarizes the differences between the observations and the background winds (O-B) and the
observations and the analysis winds (O-A) for the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics, tropics and
Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics. The different numbers of observations used between the thinned
products and the super-obbing ones is due to the QC and probably due to less available super-obbing
observations in coastal regions or near moist convective areas. The super-obbing experiments show on
average a lower background departure and analysis departure than the corresponding thinned products
in the three regions analysed. The averaging of small-scale variance in the super-obbed product will
explain (some of) the reduction in departures.

Label

Final Obs.
Resol.
(km)

Obs Error
(m/s)

N. Hem.

Tropics

S. Hem.

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

12.5 km Thin

50

1.5

2427618

1.28

0.92

2549895

1.36

0.85

2960842

1.24

0.87

50-SO

50

1.5

2161584

1.21

0.84

2293236

1.31

0.77

2651722

1.16

0.78

25 km Thin

100

1.5

581994

1.17

0.90

635519

1.3

0.88

743832

1.17

0.89

100-SO

100

1.5

551243

1.09

0.82

613342

1.22

0.80

724997

1.08

0.81

TABLE VI: BACKGROUND DEPARTURE (O-B) AND ANALYSIS DEPARTURE (O-A) FOR THE 50 KM AND 100 KM THINNED AND SUPER-OBBING
PRODUCTS

The thinned and super-obbing products were compared also in terms of impact on the reduction of TCs
forecast error. A tool developed at ECMWF (Vitart et al., 1997) which detects tropical storms from
ECMWF model fields, in particular the position of the centre of a tropical storm and the related mean
Sea Level Pressure (SLP), was used for this study. To evaluate the impact of the different ASCAT
products on the representation of these storms, the algorithm was run for all the experiments
summarized in Table V. For each day, the position of each tropical cyclone was detected both in the
analysis and in the forecast. For each storm and forecast step, the position of the storm centre was
compared to the estimated value. The estimated cyclone locations are received from the Regional
Specialized Meteorological Centres (RSMCs), as described in Section 6.2. To compute the mean errors,
only the storms detected in all the experiments have been used so that the number of cases analysed is
the same.
In Fig. 23 the distance (in nautical miles) between the ECMWF model field TC position and the
observed one is plotted for each of the five experiments. The difference among the experiments is small:
within the model resolution. However, there is signal of a small decrease of the error for the experiment
using the “50 km SO” products.
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Figure 23: Distance of the TC centre position (ECMWF - Observations) at Analysis Time and for Forecast steps
from 12 hours to 96 hours for the experiments using the ASCAT thinned and super-obbing products (as listed in
Table V).

8.2.1 Impact of Observation Error
In the first set of experiment all the same observation error of 1.5 m/s is used. As mentioned in Section
4, in order to avoid overfitting observations with correlated errors, if the number of used observations
is increased their weight should be reduced by increasing the observation error standard deviation [23].
How much is difficult to determine. Another couple of experiments were run for the “12.5 km Thin”
and the “50 km SO” products where the observation error were set to 3 m/s. These two new experiments
were then compared to the corresponding ones with lower observation error of 1.5 m/s.
Table VII summarizes the differences between the observations and the background winds (O-B) and
the observations and the analysis winds (O-A) for the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics, tropics and
Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics. The experiments with higher observation error show on average
higher background departures and analysis departures than the ones with lower observation error. As
expected, when a lower observation error is applied, the observations have more weight and the analysis
departures are reduced. The background departures are not constrained by observation error settings to
the same degree and therefore provide a better measure for the actual impact.

Label

Final
Obs.
Resol.
(km)

Obs
Error
(m/s)

N. Hem.

Tropics

S. Hem.

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

N. Obs

O-B

O-A

2549895

1.36

0.85

2960842

1.24

0.87

2293236

1.31

0.77

2651722

1.16

0.78

12.5 km Thin

50

1.5

2427618

1.28

0.92

50-SO

50

1.5

2161584

1.21

0.837

12.5 km Thin

50

3

2445015

1.32

1.09

2573195

1.41

1.04

2979249

1.26

1.03

50-SO

50

3

2170046

1.24

1.03

2301709

1.33

0.94

2170046

1.24

1.03

TABLE VII: BACKGROUND DEPARTURE (O-B) AND ANALYSIS DEPARTURE (O-A) FOR THE 50 KM AND 100 KM THINNED AND SUPER-OBBING
PRODUCTS
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8.2.2 Impact of Model Resolution
The first two sets of experiments were run with a model grid of about 30 km. To verify if the impact of
the different products assimilation changes with the model resolution, the set of experiments using the
same observation error of 1.5 m/s (listed in Table V) was run using a higher resolution model grid of
about 16 km.
In Fig. 24 the 850 hPa (top panel) and 1000 hPa (bottom panel) vector wind and geopotential height
RMS forecast error normalized difference between the experiments and the “25 km CTRL” are plotted
for SH (left-hand panels), tropics (central panels) and NH (right-hand panels). Also for this set of
experiments, the differences are quite small and not statistically significant.
In Fig. 25 the distance (in nautical miles) between the ECMWF model field TC position and the
observed one is plotted for each of the five experiments at higher resolution. The difference among the
experiments is small: within the model resolution. However also in this case there is signal of a small
decrease of the error for the experiment using the “50 km SO” and “62.5 km SO” products.

Figure 24: Normalized difference of the 850 hPa (top panels) and 1000 hPa (bottom panels) geopotential, against
forecast time in days, between the perturbation experiments listed in Table V and the CTRL experiment for SH
(left panels), tropics (central panels) and NH (right panels) for the period 1 July 2015 to 31 December 2015 (In
black “12.5 km Thin” minus “25 km Thin”; in red “50 km SO” minus “ 25 km CTRL”; in blue “62.5 km SO”
minus “ 25 km CTRL”, in turquoise “100 km SO” minus “25 km CTRL”). Error bars indicate the 95% confidence
range.
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Figure 25: Distance (in nautical miles) of the TC centre position (ECMWF - Observations) at Analysis Time and
for Forecast steps from 12 hours to 96 hours for the experiments using the ASCAT thinned and super-obbing
products (as listed in Table V).

9. Impact of ASCAT winds on the coupled data assimilation system
It is expected in the future more global, and possibly regional, models will be fully coupled oceanatmosphere systems. Alongside this, coupled data assimilation system may be used. Initially it is
expected that this will be a weakly coupled system where data assimilation for ocean, land and
atmosphere is done separately, but driven by output from the coupled model. But there is ambition for
many NWP centres to move towards fully coupled ocean-land-atmosphere data assimilation systems.
If done properly, this is expected to allow better use of near-surface observations like scatterometer
winds, which could help to provide a more consistent analysis of both atmosphere and ocean variables.
The ECMWF strategy puts great emphasis on the need to account for all the interactions between
different components of the Earth System. The focus, in this area, is on the development of both a
coupled forecasting model and a coupled assimilation system. An important outcome of the ERA-CLIM
project has been the development of the CERA (Coupled ECMWF ReAnalysis) system, which takes
into account the interaction between the different components (atmosphere, wave, land, ocean, sea-ice)
of the Earth System. The CERA assimilation system allows for atmospheric observations to have an
immediate impact on the ocean variables and for ocean observations to impact atmospheric variables.
CERA was successfully used to produce the CERA-20C, climate reanalyses over the 20th century.
To investigate if a coupled assimilation system in its present form can benefit from the assimilation of
such near-surface observations, like scatterometer winds, Observing System Experiments (OSEs), were
run with and without ASCAT wind observation, using the CERA system.
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9.1 CERA system
The coupled system experiments were run using the CERA (Coupled ECMWF ReAnalysis) system
[18][19]. The system was set up to use a 24-hour assimilation window shared between the atmospheric,
ocean, land and wave components. The atmosphere, wave and land models are coupled in the outerloop in a single executable to the community ocean model NEMO and the LIM2 sea-ice model (Fig.
26).

Figure 26: The coupled CERA assimilation system.

The resulting coupled model is used to produce 24-hour forecasts, the background, which is combined
with observations to produce separate analyses of the atmosphere, wave, land, ocean, sea-ice
components. The increments, the correction to the background due to the assimilation of observations,
are then applied within the coupled model. Repeating this twice, in two outer loops, makes it possible
for the atmosphere, ocean and sea-ice to reach a more balanced coupled state.
The CERA system uses IFS cycle 42r1 with a horizontal atmospheric model resolution of about 65 km
and 137 vertical model levels. The land surface model, H-TESSEL, consists of 4 soil layers. The wave
model, WAM, runs over a 0.5 degrees resolution grid. The ocean model NEMO runs over a tripolar
ORCA025 grid corresponding to a horizontal resolution of 0.25 degrees and 75 vertical model levels.
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9.2 Impact experiments
To evaluate the impact of scatterometer observations on a coupled system and assess their influence on
ocean variables, sensitivity experiments were run using the CERA system. The full observing system
was used for the atmospheric assimilation. The ocean model is constrained by in-situ observations of
temperature and salinity and sea surface height anomalies derived from altimeters. Ocean waves and
sea-ice are analysed at the interface between the atmosphere and the ocean.
Two experiments were initially run, i) a “SCAT” experiment where ASCAT winds were assimilated, as
described above, and ii) a “Denial” experiment where the ASCAT observations were not assimilated.
The experiments were run from 1st January 2014 to the 31st December 2014. The one year length of the
experiments allows to detect potential seasonal variability signals.
The two experiments were compared and the impact of assimilating ASCAT observations on ocean
variables such as temperature, salinity, surface stress, sea surface height, ocean currents was
investigated.
Fig. 27 shows the 10-m wind speed differences between the SCAT and Denial experiments averaged
over 2014. In the Eastern Pacific Equatorial band, the winds are stronger when ASCAT data is
assimilated. In the tropics, in general, the assimilation of ASCAT observations reduces the wind speed.
This is an expected behaviour since it is known that in the tropics the ECMWF model tends to produce
too strong easterly winds compared to those observed by scatterometers.

Figure 27: Wind Speed differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for JanuaryDecember 2014.

The forecast wind verification versus independent observations has been performed using JASON-2
independent altimeter winds. In Fig. 28 the standard deviation of the differences between model winds
and altimeter winds are plotted at the analysis time and every 24-hour forecast step for both SCAT and
Denial. The SCAT experiment (blue line) shows a slightly lower standard deviation of the differences
and a slightly higher correlation coefficient at analysis time than the Denial experiment.
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Figure 28: Global Standard Deviation of the 10m wind speed differences (top panel) and correlation coefficient
(bottom panel) for the SCAT experiment (blue line) and the Denial (red line) for January-December 2014 at
analysis time and every 24 hour forecast step.

In Fig. 29 the zonal wind stress differences between SCAT experiment and the Denial is presented,
averaged over 2014. In the sub-equatorial region, the assimilation of ASCAT winds weakens the
easterly winds (yellow areas), in agreement with the wind speed analysis shown on Fig. 27.

Figure 29: Zonal Wind Stress differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for JanuaryDecember 2014.
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The seasonal variations of the zonal wind stress differences is shown in Fig. 30.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 30: Zonal Wind Stress differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for DJF 2014
(a), MAM (b), JJA (c), SON (d).
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The differences in wind stress between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment change slightly
over the year. In summer (JJA) (Fig 30c), for example, a strong difference can be seen in the region
affected by the Indian Monsoon. The assimilation of ASCAT observations weakens the westerly
components of the Monsoon (blue area over North India) and the easterly winds over the equatorial
Indian ocean (yellow area). The Monsoon circulation is weakened and the westerly are shifted
southwards. This seems to be correct since it is known that the model intensifies the Monsoon
circulation [27]. In autumn (SON) (Fig. 30d), the differences are larger in the Southern Ocean, during
the storm track season. The seasonal differences highlight the impact of the assimilation of
scatterometer data on regional regimes.
Fig. 31 shows the sea surface temperature (SST) differences between the SCAT and Denial experiments.
The SST differences are more evident in very active areas such as the Southern Ocean storm track, the
Gulf Stream and Kuroshio current areas.

Figure 31: Sea Surface Temperature differences between the CTRL experiment with Scatterometer and the Denial
experiment without Scatterometer wind observations for January-December 2014.

The temperature differences are not only at the surface. Fig. 32 shows the longitude-depth cross-section
of the potential temperature difference at the Equator. The impact of scatterometer observations is
propagated down to the thermocline at about 300 m depth.

Figure 32: Longitude-depth section of the Ocean Temperature differences at the Equator between the SCAT
experiment and the Denial experiment for January-December 2014.
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The ocean temperature verification has been performed using the EN4 temperature conventional dataset
[9]. Fig. 33 shows vertical profiles of the RMS of the ocean temperature background (solid lines) and
analysis (dashed lines) departures with respect to the selected EN4 dataset temperature observations.
RMS difference for SCAT (black) and Denial (red) experiments are computed for January-December
2014 for the NH (left panel) and tropics (right panel). The comparison of the departures shows that on
the yearly average the ocean temperature background and analysis are slightly closer to the observations
when scatterometer data are assimilated (i.e. in the SCAT experiment).

Figure 33: Vertical profiles of the RMS of the ocean temperature background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed
lines) departures for SCAT experiment (black) and Denial experiment (red) over the NH (left panel) and the tropics
(right panel) with respect to EN4 conventional observations selected for January-December 2014.

Previous results based on January-June 2014 statistics showed a larger benefit from the assimilation of
scatterometer winds. In Fig. 34 the same statistics is presented for two seasons, spring (MAM - left
panel) and summer (JJA - right panel) for the NH. A different signal is seen in the two seasons, the
benefit of assimilating scatterometer observations is clearer in spring than in summer. Even though the
impact is sometimes very small, the system is able to take advantage of the scatterometer observations
and is able to carry forward in time the benefits gained from the scatterometer assimilation.
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Figure 34: Vertical profiles of the ocean temperature background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed lines) RMS
departures for SCAT experiment (black) and Denial experiment (red) over the NH with respect to EN4
conventional observations selected for MAM 2014 (left panel) and JJA 2014 (right panel).

The impact of assimilating scatterometer winds on the ocean salinity have been investigated. Fig. 35
shows the sea surface salinity (SSS) differences between the SCAT and Denial experiments averaged
over 2014. The tropical and equatorial areas together with the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Current and
the Southern Ocean are the areas where some differences are seen. The differences in active areas such
as Kuroshio Current, Gulf Stream and Southern Ocean are due, as for the SST, to a different forcing on
the ocean surface with and without the assimilation of scatterometer winds. The pattern of the
differences in the Tropics and Equator resembles the precipitation climatology. In Fig. 36 the
differences between SCAT and Denial in the net upward water flux (Evaporation - Precipitation) are
shown.

Figure 35: Sea Surface Salinity differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for JanuaryDecember 2014.
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The net upward water flux (Evapotranspiration - Precipitations) differences pattern are similar to the
SSS differences in the tropical and equatorial areas. The upward flux is negative when ASCAT winds
are assimilated. This might be due to either a weaker evapotranspiration or more precipitation as
consequence of weaker tropical winds (when ASCAT observations are assimilated). Both options
would lead to lower SSS.

Figure 36: Net Upward Water Flux (Evapotranspiration-Precipitation) between the SCAT experiment and the
Denial experiment for January-December 2014.

The differences in ocean salinity are not only seen on the ocean surface. Fig. 37 shows the Equatorial
Section of the ocean salinity differences and, as for the ocean temperature, it is clear that the impact of
ASCAT winds goes down to the thermocline.

Figure 37: Equatorial Section of the Ocean Salinity differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial
experiment for January-December 2014.
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When verifying the ocean salinity versus the EN4 dataset conventional observations, a seasonal effect
is also seen. For example, in the Nino 3.4 area [5N, -5S, 190W, 240E], the statistics for the period
January-June 2014 (Fig. 38 left panel) are very different from the same statistics for January-December
2014 (Fi. 38 right panel). Over the first six month of the year the assimilation of scatterometer winds
was clearly beneficial on the short-range forecast and analysis of ocean salinity. When the statistics is
based on the whole year, instead, the signal is the opposite. This suggests a negative impact of the
scatterometer assimilation over the second part of the year.

Figure 38: Vertical profiles of the ocean salinity background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed lines) RMS
departures for SCAT experiment (red) and Denial experiment (black) over the Nino 3.4 area [5N, -5S, 190W,
240E] with respect to EN4 conventional observations selected for January-June 2014 (left panel) and JanuaryDecember 2014 (right panel).

Another parameter that has been investigated to assess the importance of assimilating ASCAT winds,
in NWP coupled systems, is the Sea Surface Height (SSH). Fig. 39 shows the SSH differences between
SCAT and Denial. Again, the main differences are clear in more active areas such as the Gulf Stream,
the Kuroshio current and the Southern Ocean.
The SSH fields were verified using altimeter observations. Figure 40 shows the RMS of background
and analysis departure of SCAT and Denial experiments with respect to altimeter data (Jason-2, SaralAltika, Cryosat-2 and HY-2A) averaged over 2014. The experiments SCAT (in red) shows for most of
the 2014 a lower RMS of the differences to altimeter observations than the Denial experiment (in black),
both for the background (solid line) and analysis (dotted line) fields. This means that the assimilation
of ASCAT winds is, most of the year, beneficial in better representing the SSH in a coupled system.
The SCAT experiment shows worse performances only in September and October. As for other analysed
variables, this might be a seasonal effect or a problem connected to the long spin-up time for the ocean
model. This should be further investigated extending the experiments to at least one more year.
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Figure 39: Sea surface Height differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for JanuaryDecember 2014.

Figure 40: Time series of the RMS of the SSH differences between background fields and altimeter observations
(solid line) and between analysis fields and altimeter observations (dotted line) for the SCAT experiment (in red)
and the Denial experiment (in black) for January-December 2014. For the verification, JASON-2, Saral-Altika,
Cryosat-2 and HY-2A observations were used.

The impact of the assimilation of ASCAT winds over the ocean currents were also investigated. In Fig.
41 the differences in surface ocean currents between the two experiments are shown. As for previous
variables, the main differences are in active areas (Southern Ocean, Kuroshio Current, Gulf Stream)
and in the Tropics. The pattern of the differences in the active areas is quite noisy. In the Tropics,
instead, the signal is slightly stronger with the assimilation of ASCAT data providing stronger currents
in the western Equatorial Pacific.
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Figure 41: Zonal surface currents between the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for January-December
2014.

The impact of assimilating ASCAT data is also propagated down into the ocean column close to the
thermocline level as shown along the Equator in Fig. 42.

Figure 42: Equatorial section of the zonal current differences between the SCAT experiment and the Denial
experiment for January-December 2014.

To verify whether the assimilation of ASCAT winds is beneficial for the representation of the ocean
currents, a verification has been performed using the GlobCurrent products.
ESA GlobCurrent is an European Space Agency (ESA) Data User Element (DUE) project aimed to
develop a system to operationally provide satellite Earth observation and model derived estimates of
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ocean currents [34]. Several ocean currents products are currently available. The raw GlobCurrent as
daily mean and combined Eulerian total current at 15-meter depth from the sum of geostrophic (derived
from multiple altimeter tracks) and Ekman current components (derived from ERA interim wind stress)
are routinely downloaded and stored at ECMWF. The data is then interpolated (to NEMO ORCA025
grid) and its monthly mean is computed. The 15-meter depth currents from GlobCurrent have been
compared to the Nemo model fields for the two experiments. In Fig. 43 the differences in RMSE
between the SCAT and Denial experiments is shown. Overall the pattern of the differences is quite
noisy. However, a better agreement of the ocean fields to the GlobCurrent observations is clear when
ASCAT observations are assimilated (blue areas). The denial experiment indeed seems to intensify the
Southern Equatorial Current.

Figure 43: RMSE (NEMO model - GlobCurrent observations) of the 15-meter depth currents differences between
the SCAT experiment and the Denial experiment for January-December 2014.

9.2.1 Impact of different thinning
In the CERA system we assimilate one scatterometer wind observation out of 4 (along and across track)
with a final horizontal resolution of 100 km, as done in operations. To verify if an increase in the number
of assimilated observations would change the impact on the ocean parameters, another experiment
“SCAT-Thin” was run where one every two (along and across track) ASCAT observations were
assimilated resulting in a horizontal resolution of about 50 km. The same observation error was used
(1.5 m/s). This new experiment was compared to the two previous ones. In Fig. 44 the time series of
the SSH RMS of the background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed lines) departures with respect to
altimeter observations are presented for the SCAT (red lines), SCAT-Thin (blue lines) and Denial
experiments (black lines). Over the first 6 months of the year SCAT-Thin performs similarly to SCAT.
After that, the assimilation of more observations seems to degrade the performances in terms of SSH
short range forecast and analysis.
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Figure 44: Time series of the RMS of the SSH differences between background fields and altimeter observations
(solid line) and between analysis fields and altimeter observations (dotted line) for the SCAT experiment (in red),
SCAT-Thin experiment (in blue) and the Denial experiment (in black) for January-December 2014. For the
verification, JASON-2, Saral-Altika, Cryosat-2 and HY-2A observations were used.

The verifications versus altimeter winds (Fig. 45) and EN4 ocean temperature observations (Fig. 46)
show very similar performances of SCAT and SCAT-Thin. This means that the system does not benefit
from assimilating more ASCAT observations both on the surface and in the ocean column.

Figure 45: Global Standard Deviation of the 10m wind speed differences (top panel) and correlation coefficient
(bottom panel) for the SCAT experiment (blue line), the Denial (red line) and SCAT-Thin (black line) for JanuaryDecember 2014.
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Figure 46: Vertical profiles of the ocean temperature background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed lines) RMS
departures for SCAT experiment (red) and SCAT-Thin experiment (black) over the Globe (left panel) and in the
NH (right panel) with respect to EN4 conventional observations selected for January-December 2014.

9.3 High resolution experiments
To evaluate how the impact of ASCAT winds on the ocean might change according to the CERA system
resolution, another experiment with ASCAT winds was run at a higher atmospheric model resolution
of about 32 km. It was the first time that the CERA system was run at such resolution. The experiment
using ASCAT data, CERA-HR, was then compared to the lower resolution SCAT experiment (similar
to what was used above, here named CERA-LR).
In Fig. 47 the zonal wind stress differences between CERA-HR and CERA-LR are presented. The SCATHR experiment shows a stronger zonal wind stress. This is more evident in the extra-tropics than in the
tropics since in the NH and SH the winds are more intense. A weaker wind stress at lower model
resolution is not a surprise since a lower resolution tend to smooth out intense winds.
In Fig. 48 the vertical profiles of ocean temperature background and analysis RMS departures with
respect to the EN4 conventional dataset are presented for the CERA-LR (red lines) and CERA-HR (black
lines) experiments. In the NH CERA-LR fits slightly better to the conventional observations than CERAHR. In the SH, instead, the two experiments have similar performances.
The slightly negative impact of ASCAT winds in the ocean when the CERA system is run at higher
model resolution is not clear to explain. One reason could be the verification penalty of increased
variability at higher resolution. Further investigations would be needed to better understand the
differences between the CERA system run at low and high resolutions.
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Figure 47: Zonal Wind Stress differences between the CERA-HR experiment and the CERA-LR experiment for
January-December 2014.

Figure 48: Vertical profiles of the ocean temperature background (solid lines) and analysis (dashed lines) RMS
departures for CERA-LR experiment (red) and CERA-HR experiment (black) in the NH (left panel) and SH (right
panel) with respect to EN4 conventional observations selected for January-December 2014.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations
This project was aimed at better understanding the impact of scatterometer wind observations on
atmospheric and ocean parameters and to improve the assimilation of scatterometer data in the ECMWF
4D-Var system.
The Huber norm VarQC distribution, replacing the current ‘Gaussian plus flat’ VarQC distribution, was
tested with positive results both on regional scales and on TC forecasts. This suggests that it is often
important to allow outliers with large departure to have some weight in the assimilation. Based on this
positive result it is recommended to replace, in the operational IFS, the current ‘Gaussian plus flat’
VarQC distribution with the Huber norm one.
An evaluation of the use of a different wind sampling suggests that increasing the number of used
scatterometer wind observations whilst inflating its observation error can have a positive impact on
analysis and forecast. In the analysis, the observation errors are assumed to be uncorrelated. A recent
study [26] suggests that if the observation error correlations are accounted for (properly), the data
assimilation system is better able to resolve small scales. This could be taken into account for future
improvements to the data assimilation system at ECMWF, but it is not easy to do. A revisit of the fixed
observation error used in IFS is simpler and recommendable to do. We suggest evaluating the impact
using a wider range of diagnostic techniques than applied in this study.
The sensitivity of the TC analysis to the orbital coverage was investigated. Results show that the
analysis skills are not correlated to the storm coverage or to the availability of both ASCAT-A and
ASCAT-B. The latter might be due to a not optimal temporal coverage, with almost identical orbits.
The changes not seen in the analysis, however, might be seen in the 24h or 48h forecast or in
combination with the use of the Huber norm VarQC.
The sensitivity of the system to different product resolutions has been tested initially comparing the 25
km products to the 12.5 km products. The assimilation of the ASCAT high resolution 12.5 km products
did not show any benefit compared to the low resolution 25 km products. There are several reasons for
that: the bias correction applied was originally computed for the 25 km products, using an older model
version at low resolution; the observation error for the 25 km products was also used for the 12.5 km
products, despite this being less accurate. Also, the resolution of the observation, which is about 30 km,
is much less than the scales the model is able to represent realistically. Further investigations could be
considered in the future with a new bias correction applied and the use of a more suitable observation
error.
Experimental ASCAT super-obbing products were generated by the Institute of Marine Science (ICMCSIC) in Barcelona applying an averaging process on the Level 2 winds. Low resolution dataset at 50
km, 62.5 km and 100 km were provided. The assimilation experiments using super-obbing products
without any thinning procedure, show a reduced standard deviation for analysis and background
departures, compared to the ones for the corresponding 12.5 km and 50 km thinned products. The
averaging of small-scale variance in the super-obbing product will explain (some of) the reduction in
standard deviations of the departures. Overall the results, being rather neutral, do show that these
ASCAT experimental ICM-CSIS products, developed in the framework of a NWP SAF project, have
some potential which should be further exploited.
The experiments using the coupled ocean-atmosphere (CERA) system clearly show that the assimilation
of ASCAT winds has a substantial impact on both atmospheric and ocean components of the Earth
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System. The impact on the ocean variables is not only confined to the ocean surface but is propagated
down into the ocean. The impact of scatterometer winds on regional regimes, such as the Indian
monsoon, has also been shown in this report. The short-range and analysis verification of a few variables
versus independent observations suggests a positive impact of ASCAT assimilation in the coupled
ocean-atmosphere system, mainly in the first half of 2014. A degradation is seen in autumn 2014; this
might be a seasonal effect or a problem connected to the long spin-up time for the ocean model. Coupled
assimilation is still in his early days and many challenges need to be tackled before using a system such
as CERA to completely assess the benefit of the assimilation of ASCAT data. However a study like the
one presented here shows where improved skill can be potentially gained or where problems may arise
in the future coupled ECMWF Earth System. This study has clearly provided guidelines and suggestions
for aspects that would benefit from further investigations in the near future.
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Appendix A: Acronyms and abbreviations
4D-Var
AMSU-A
AMV
ASCAT
DFS
ECMWF
EPS
EUMETSAT
FEC
GMF
GOS
IFS
KNMI
NWP
ODB

Four-dimensional variational data assimilation
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A
Atmospheric Motion Vectors
Advanced SCATterometer
Degrees of Freedom for Signal
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
EUMETSAT Polar System
European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
Forecast Error Contribution
Geophysical Model Function
Global Observing System
Integrated Forecasting System
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Numerical Weather Prediction
Observational DataBase
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OSE
OSI
QC
RMS
SAF
SI
TC
VarQC
WVC

Observing System Experiment
Ocean and Sea Ice
Quality Control
Root Mean Square
Satellite Application Facility
Scatter Index
Tropical Cyclone
Variational Quality Control
Wind Vector Cell
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